Abstract We investigate seismic anisotropy in the lowermost mantle in the vicinity of the African large low shear velocity province (LLSVP) using observations of differential SKS-SKKS shear-wave splitting. We use data from 375 permanent and temporary stations in Africa which enable us to map the spatial distribution of the anisotropic regions of the lowermost mantle in unprecedented detail. Our results corroborate previous findings that anisotropy is most clearly observed at the margins of the LLSVP, indicating strong deformation at its border, and they are generally consistent with a mostly isotropic LLSVP interior. We find that most discrepant SKS-SKKS measurements sample the lowermost mantle close to what is inferred to be the root of the Afar plume. We also identify strongly discrepant splitting in the vicinity of a previously mapped ultralow velocity zone (ULVZ) at the base of the LLSVP, beneath Central Africa. This represents an unusual observation of lowermost mantle anisotropy that is spatially coincident with a ULVZ and may reflect a unique anisotropic mechanism such as alignment of partial melt or the presence of strongly anisotropic magnesiowüstite. We interpret discrepant measurements outside of the LLSVP as likely reflecting a change in flow direction from the horizontal plane to a more vertical direction, which may be caused by deflection at the steep LLSVP border. We propose that our observations of D″ anisotropy associated with the African LLSVP can be explained by a mantle flow regime that maintains passive thermochemical piles with slab-driven flow and allows for the formation of upwellings at their edges.
Introduction
Understanding the patterns and drivers of Earth's mantle flow is a key challenge in deciphering major geodynamical processes such as subduction, orogenesis, and sea floor spreading. For more than 30 years, the role of the upper mantle in these processes has been very well studied using the seismic observation of shear-wave splitting (e.g., Long & Silver, 2009; Savage, 1999; Silver & Chan, 1991) . This is caused by large-scale alignment of intrinsically anisotropic mantle minerals such as olivine or by layering or other alignment of isotropic velocity contrasts. Advances in geodynamical modeling and mineral physics have significantly increased our understanding of upper mantle flow, deformation, and shear-wave splitting (e.g., Becker et al., 2014; Karato et al., 2008) . However, mantle flow patterns as well as deformation processes in the lower mantle, and their relationship to upper mantle processes, remain poorly understood. Accordingly, similar approaches to the study of upper mantle anisotropy have been used to study the lower mantle. As most of the mantle below the transition zone is seemingly isotropic (Meade et al., 1995) , observations and modeling of seismic anisotropy resulting from flow and deformation are limited to the lowermost mantle, where the dominant minerals are thought to have significant single-crystal anisotropy and where deformation in the dislocation creep regime is plausible (for review see Nowacki et al., 2011) .
The seismic structure of the Earth's lowermost mantle is characterized by two large areas in which seismic velocities (particularly shear velocities) are significantly lower than in the surrounding mantle (e.g., Lekic et al., 2012) . These so-called large low shear velocity provinces (LLSVPs) are a robust feature observed in global tomographic models, though their small-scale details vary from model to model, and are located roughly antipodal to each other beneath Africa and the Pacific Ocean (Garnero et al., 2016) . The edges of these LLSVPs are thought to be sharp and steeply dipping (Ni et al., 2002; Wang & Wen, 2007) , while their interiors display significant heterogeneity, including small-scale features such as ultralow velocity zones (ULVZs; Garnero et al., 2016; Yu & Garnero, 2018) . Spatial correlations have recently been noted between the occurrence of large igneous provinces and hot spot tracks, thought to be rooted in the deep mantle (Morgan, 1971) , and the margins of the LLSVPs (Burke et al., 2008) , although the nature of these correlations is under debate (Austermann et al., 2014) . Additionally, areas Figure 1 . Sketch of raypaths used in this study. SKS and SKKS phases travel from a hypothetical earthquake source (star) to the receiver (rectangle).
anisotropy at the eastern margin of the African LLSVP close to the Afar plume; forward modeling of their observations suggested CPO of postperovskite with the [100] crystallographic axis oriented nearly vertically, implying vertical flow. Cottaar and Romanowicz (2013) observed a change of anisotropy from strong (outside the LLSVP) to weak (close to the margin) and absent (inside the LLSVP) at the southern edge of the LLSVP, which they explain by changes in flow from horizontal to vertical. All of these studies, however, have been limited in their spatial coverage of the African LLSVP as a whole.
Here we present a large and comprehensive data set of SKS-SKKS splitting discrepancy measurements that sample the lower mantle beneath Africa, with the goal of characterizing the spatial variability in lowermost mantle anisotropy in and around the African LLSVP as fully as possible. Our work builds on previous studies of SKS-SKKS splitting discrepancies beneath Africa by Wang and Wen (2004) and Lynner and Long (2014) in three important ways. First, as in Lynner and Long (2014) but in contrast to Wang and Wen (2004) , we focus on SK(K)S phases from the same seismograms (i.e., the same event-station pairs), because in this case the argument that discrepancies suggest a contribution to splitting from the lowermost mantle is more straightforward. Second, we extend the coverage of these previous studies in both space and time by including a much larger set of stations ( Figure 2 ) and including data from 1990 to the present. Third, we implement two different measurement methods in order to provide the most robust identification possible of discrepant splitting. Specifically, we use both the standard transverse energy minimization method of Silver and Chan (1991) and the splitting intensity method of Chevrot (2000) . The latter method has recently been applied to study lowermost mantle anisotropy at the edge of the Pacific LLSVP (Deng et al., 2017) and provides a robust strategy for discriminating discrepant splitting with high confidence. These improvements enable us to present a large, comprehensive data set of SKS-SKKS splitting discrepancy measurements, allowing us to map the spatial distribution of anisotropy at the base of the mantle beneath Africa in unprecedented detail.
Data and Methods

Shear-Wave Splitting Methodology
When a polarized shear wave travels through an anisotropic medium, it is split into fast and slow wave components that are orthogonally polarized. The delay time between the two wave trains can be used to infer the strength and/or thickness of the anisotropic layer (e.g., Savage, 1999) . There are several methods to measure shear-wave splitting (see Long & Silver, 2009 , for a review); in this study we apply transverse energy minimization (Silver & Chan, 1991) and splitting intensity (Chevrot, 2000) . For both, we use the initial polarization of the shear wave to rotate the horizontal seismogram components into the radial/transverse coordinate system. For core-refracted shear waves, the initial polarization corresponds to the backazimuth, as shear waves become radially polarized (i.e., in the source-receiver plane) upon leaving the CMB. After the transformation, a time window is selected around the teleseismic SK(K)S phase. The transverse minimization method then employs a grid search over possible values of the two splitting parameters, namely, φ (fast polarization direction) and δt (delay time). The pair which best reduces the energy on the original transverse component after the waveforms are rotated and time-shifted to account for the effect of splitting is taken as the best estimate of the splitting parameters. The splitting intensity (SI), as defined by Chevrot (2000) , is the amplitude of the transverse component relative to the time derivative of the radial component; we calculate this quantity by projecting the transverse component onto the radial component's time derivative:
where T(t) is the transverse component, R ′ (t) the time derivative of the radial component, and ||R ′ (t)|| 2 the squared norm of R ′ (t). We estimate 95% confidence levels from the mean square error given by Appendix B of Chevrot (2000) . The splitting intensity relates to the splitting parameters φ and δt by
where β is the angle between the backazimuth and the fast polarization direction φ. As discussed in detail by Deng et al. (2017) , the splitting intensity has some important advantages over the transverse energy minimization method for SKS-SKKS splitting discrepancy studies. Individual splitting intensity measurements are more robust than traditional methods (e.g., Monteiller & Chevrot, 2010) , and differences in splitting for SKS and SKKS phases can be expressed in a straightforward way via splitting intensity differences (Deng et al., 2017) .
We carried out our analysis using the SplitRacer package of Reiss and Rümpker (2017) , which in its original form only implemented the transverse energy minimization method. For this study, we incorporated splitting intensity measurements into the code, following Deng et al. (2017) . We calculated 95% confidence intervals for all parameters based on the F test (Silver & Chan, 1991) , with an adjustment for the number of degrees of freedom given by the equations of Walsh et al. (2013) , who showed that the original error estimates in Silver and Chan (1991) were too low. Topographic map of Africa and surrounding region with names of geographic locations. Stations used in this study are denoted by triangles and color coded to show which stations were examined by earlier studies. Magenta triangles show stations only used in this study, while yellow and purple triangles denote stations used by Lynner and Long (2014) and Wang and Wen (2007) , respectively.
Data Selection and Processing
To build our shear-wave splitting discrepancy database, we identified both permanent broadband stations and temporary deployments from 1990 onward in Africa and adjacent areas. We used data for 166 stations from five individual networks obtained from the GEOFON data center and 877 stations from 36 networks hosted by the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology Data Services, for a total of 1,043 stations. (For comparison, Long and Lynner, 2014 , used data from 34 permanent stations, while Wang & Wen, 2004 , used 119 permanent and temporary stations.) We requested waveforms for these stations for events with M > 5.8 at an epicentral distance range between 108°and 122°, over which both SKS and SKKS phases are commonly visible (Niu & Perez, 2004) . We ultimately downloaded and processed over 90,000 waveforms.
Our processing routine, applied identically for every event-station pair, incorporated the following steps. After data download, we applied a band-pass filter with corner periods at 6 and 25 s and used a signal-tonoise cutoff ratio of 1.5 to automatically select usable SKS-SKKS pairs, using the initial processing routine implemented in SplitRacer. Events were retained for visual inspection if both phases were above the chosen signal-to-noise ratio threshold, which was chosen conservatively in order to retain data at noisy stations. We then visually inspected all phases and manually altered the time window around the phase for the shearwave splitting analysis if necessary. We discarded events which did not have clear arrivals for both SKS and SKKS. We used a long-period filter on the particle motion of the phase to determine any sensor misalignments (Reiss & Rümpker, 2017 ; see also Hanna & Long, 2012) . For every station, we used a mean misalignment value, derived from all high-quality SK(K)S waveforms at the station, to correct for misalignment. Some stations displayed misalignment changes over time, for which we corrected accordingly.
We then rotated the north/east components of each phase to radial/transverse and simultaneously applied both measurement methods. Examples of high-quality measurements for three sample SKS-SKKS pairs are shown in Figure 3 . We did not rely on a single, arbitrarily chosen time window; instead, we calculated splitting parameters for 50 random windows around the original window selection. This ensures that the measurement is statistically robust (Reiss & Rümpker, 2017; Teanby et al., 2004) . For each measurement, we checked that the estimated splitting parameters φ and δt minimize the energy of the transverse component by visually confirming that the particle motion was corrected after the application of the inverse splitting operator (see Figure 3 , second column). We also visually inspected the transverse component waveforms, to confirm that they resembled the time derivative of the radial component. A further quality control step was provided by checking whether the splitting parameters varied over the 50 used time windows in the histogram ( Figure 3 , third column); only phases that had stable measurements over all time windows were kept. Finally, we required that the mean 95% confidence levels from all time windows had to be well defined. We derive our final error estimates by stacking all 95% confidence levels from 50 time windows and calculating a mean.
A measurement was characterized as a null measurement when the energy on the transverse component was nonexistent (more specifically, not above the transverse component noise level) and the particle motion was linear before the application of the inverse splitting operator. For our final data set, we retained measurement pairs for which both the SKS and SKKS phases displayed clear splitting or were null. Splitting measurements were divided into three quality categories defined by their confidence interval. The best category has a φ error interval of <30°and a δt error interval of <0.75 s on both measurements. The good category includes measurements which have a φ error interval of <60°and a δt error interval of <1.5 s. Very few measurements (30) of phases were kept with larger errors (and only if the other phase's measurement is in the best category; see Table S1 in the supporting information for details). We note that our error estimates for the transverse component minimization measurements may be slightly larger than in other studies, due to our usage of the Walsh et al. (2013) degree-of-freedom formulation as well as the 95% confidence level stacking procedure.
Results
Our final set of SKS-SKKS splitting discrepancy measurements consisted of 896 SKS-SKKS pairs, recorded at 375 individual stations (from 33 individual networks), from 346 individual events. Raypaths for each of these 896 station-event pairs are shown in Figure 2 . Compared to the total number of waveforms examined in this study, 896 pairs seems like a small number, but this yield is comparable to other studies of SKS-SKKS splitting discrepancies (e.g., Long, 2009; Lynner & Long, 2014; Deng et al., 2017) . Because most of the data we use came from temporary deployments (with typical run times between 1 and 3 years), we found that for a given station, it was often impossible to find even one event for which both SKS and SKKS phases were clearly recorded and had stable splitting measurements.
Our SKS-SKKS splitting discrepancy results are shown in Figure 4 . In this view, we choose to display splitting intensity discrepancies (i.e., the difference in measured splitting intensity value between the phases) rather than splitting parameters φ and δt, as this plotting convention results in simpler maps for the large amount . Splitting discrepancy results, binned by backazimuth (bin size 45°) in order to show details. For each event-station pair, we calculated the pierce points of the SKS and SKKS phase atop the D″ layer at a depth of 2,641 km (blue circles). The connecting line between the pierce points of each event's SKS and SKKS phases is colored by the difference in their splitting intensity, as shown in the color bar to the right. We exclude the 180-225°and 315-360°backazimuthal bins from this figure, as they have very few measurements. The color bar is saturated at a splitting intensity discrepancy of 1 for better visibility.
of data. Figure 4 displays our measurements binned by backazimuth (bin size of 45°) for better visibility and to highlight spatial variations among groups of measurements with similar raypaths. As demonstrated by Figure 4 , the backazimuthal coverage of our data set is good but not uniform. The data set is strongly dominated by events from Central to South America, as well as the western subduction zones of the Pacific plate. We note that the two backazimuthal bins of 180-225°and 315-360°are nearly empty and are not portrayed in Figure 4 (see Table 1 for comparison).
In the 0°-45°bin, highly discrepant measurements cluster in the region beneath the Gulf of Aden and along the eastern African shoreline, while nondiscrepant measurements sample the region beneath Central to North and West Africa. The second bin also shows strongly discrepant measurements along the eastern African coast, further to the south, and highly discrepant splitting toward the Indian Ocean north of Madagascar. Single (non)discrepant measurements are scattered throughout northern Africa, the Arabian Peninsula, and Mediterranean with a small cluster of nondiscrepant measurements beneath North Africa. Events in the 90-135°bin exhibit a cluster of strongly discrepant measurements that sample to the south of the Arabian Peninsula, close to the inferred location of the Afar plume. Beneath the Mozambique Channel between Africa and Madagascar, we observe mostly nondiscrepant pairs, with scattered moderately discrepant measurements. This trend continues in the 135-180°bin, which exhibits mostly nondiscrepant measurements to the south and southwest of Africa. The fifth bin, which includes~30% of the measurements (dominated by seismicity in Central and South America), shows strongly discrepant measurements that sample beneath Central Africa and beneath North Africa toward the Mediterranean. A mix of discrepant and nondiscrepant samples to the south of this group, with some clustering of moderately discrepant events sampling beneath the southeastern coastline of Africa. The final bin includes another cluster of strongly discrepant measurements beneath Central Africa, with a mix of nondiscrepant and discrepant measurements sampling beneath the Mediterranean into southern Europe.
In order to interpret our results, it is necessary to carefully consider how our data set as a whole is distributed spatially, as well as how discrepant pairs are distributed. Figure 5 shows the spatial distribution of our data set's sampling in the lower mantle, calculated via a data density measure. For each SKS-SKKS pair, we use the calculated pierce points through the top of the D″ layer and discretize a line with 20 points between them. Given that the pierce points projected onto the surface are approximately 10°apart, this means there are roughly two points per degree. We then initialized a grid of 5°× 5°cells and populated the grid cells with the discretized lines. The results are shown in Figure 5 , initially for the entire data set (Figure 5a ), which shows how many discretized line points lie in each grid cell. Figure 5a demonstrates that our data coverage is strongest in northern and Central Africa, as well as Gulf of Aden and along the eastern coastline. In order to visualize how the average splitting intensity discrepancy varies over our study area, we repeated the same procedure but allocated the observed splitting intensity discrepancy (whether small or large) to each discretized line point. For each 5°× 5°cell, we calculated a mean splitting intensity; results are shown in Figure 5b . This method of visualizing the data shows that strongly discrepant grid cells are distributed throughout our study region, with clusters beneath northwest Africa into the Mediterranean and Europe, and beneath southwest Africa to east of Madagascar. Grid cells with low average splitting intensity discrepancy values cluster beneath south to southwest Africa and northeast Africa across the Mediterranean into Europe. Many nondiscrepant cells lie at the edges of our study region.
In order to highlight regions with good data sampling and eliminate regions that appear discrepant but that are poorly sampled, we repeated this exercise but removed all grid cells with fewer than 40 data points, which corresponds to roughly four measurements per degree. These results are shown in Figures 5c and 5d, which represent our results for areas of good data coverage. A comparison between Figures 5d and 5b illustrates which regions of our study area exhibit robust (and thus interpretable) splitting discrepancies. Areas that exhibit both good data coverage and significantly discrepant splitting include regions beneath northern and Central Africa, as well as beneath the Gulf of Aden and along the eastern African coastline. 
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Areas with good data coverage but nondiscrepant (or only weakly discrepant) splitting include the lowermost mantle beneath southeast and northeast Africa.
Interpretation of Splitting Discrepancies
Upper Mantle Contributions: Possible Effects
A key question in any study that uses SK(K)S phases to probe lowermost mantle anisotropy is to what extent the individual measurements reflect a contribution to splitting from the upper mantle. It is well known that upper mantle anisotropy makes the primary contribution to SK(K)S splitting worldwide (e.g, Becker et al., 2012) , and contributions from the lower mantle are a second-order effect. Some SK(K)S studies of lower mantle anisotropy explicitly correct waveforms for the effect of splitting due to upper mantle anisotropy and attribute the remaining signal to the lowermost mantle (examples include Ford et al., 2015; Lynner & Long, 2014 , also carried out upper mantle corrections for a small subset of their stations). We now consider the nature of likely contributions from upper mantle anisotropy to our data set, as this informs our strategy for the interpretation of our SKS-SKKS data set.
Many (~60%) of the stations used in this study are located in the East African Rift. Previous shear-wave splitting studies in this region (Homuth et al., 2014; Gao et al., 2010; Bagley & Nyblade, 2013; Tepp et al., 2018) have shown that apparent splitting varies strongly both spatially and with backazimuth. This leads to the conclusion that anisotropy in the upper mantle beneath the East African Rift is highly complex, with strong lateral variation and multiple layers of anisotropy. Possible candidate mechanisms for upper mantle anisotropy include partial melt beneath the rift system (aligned via SPO), as well as asthenospheric flow, perhaps driven by the African superplume. In adjacent regions of the Indian Ocean, Seychelles, La Reunion, and Madagascar, stations often display similarly complex splitting parameters that likely reflect complex upper mantle anisotropy (Barruol & Fontaine, 2013; Hammond et al., 2005; Reiss et al., 2016) . Upper mantle anisotropy beneath these regions may be caused by a combination of plate-and/or density-driven asthenospheric flow and interactions with localized plumes, with a possible fossil anisotropy component in the mantle lithosphere beneath continental Madagascar. Beneath northern Africa, shear-wave splitting measurements have been found to be consistent with one anisotropic layer in the upper mantle, indicative of northward movement of the African plate and flow deflected at the root of the African plate (Lemnifi et al., 2015) . Taken together, these previous studies show that for most of the data used in this study (with the possible exception of stations located in northern Africa), the upper mantle contribution to SK(K)S splitting is likely to be complex and vary strongly with backazimuth.
Furthermore, for many of the temporary stations we used, the backazimuthal coverage is too poor to reliably identify likely vertical and/or horizontal variability in upper mantle anisotropy, again implying that we cannot confidently correct for the influence of the upper mantle. Most of the permanent stations we used have better azimuthal coverage, but again many have also been found to display complex patterns of upper mantle anisotropy (e.g., Barruol & Hoffmann, 1999) , for which we cannot easily account in our analysis. Because of this likely complexity throughout our study region, we do not attempt to correct our measured splitting parameters for the effect of upper mantle anisotropy, as has been done in some previous studies. Instead, we focus our interpretation on discrepancies between pairs of phases, as reflected in measurements made with the splitting intensity method (following Deng et al., 2017) . Because of the similarity in SKS and SKKS raypaths in the upper mantle (Figure 1 ), we can assume that both phases accumulate a similar contribution to the total splitting intensity from upper mantle anisotropy. Significant discrepancies between phase pairs thus indicate a contribution from lowermost mantle anisotropy to one or both phases, with a different contribution from D″ anisotropy to SKS versus SKKS. The splitting intensity is a particularly convenient quantity to work with for SKS-SKKS discrepancy measurements (Deng et al., 2017) , because it is a commutative quantity that represents a straightforward sum of the contribution of multiple anisotropic layers (Chevrot, 2000; Silver & Long, 2011) . Niu and Perez (2004) showed that in general, pronounced differences in shear-wave splitting between SKS and SKKS phases are due to anisotropy in the lower mantle. Before we can interpret our splitting intensity discrepancy data set in detail, however, we first consider to what extent effects other than lower mantle anisotropy may contribute to the observed discrepancies, such as full waveform interference effects or heterogeneous anisotropic structure in the shallow upper mantle or crust (Deng et al., 2017) . Lin et al. (2014) 10.1029/2018JB017160
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showed that for a homogenous upper mantle, finite frequency wave propagation effects may contribute up 0.2 splitting intensity discrepancy between SKS-SKKS pairs due to waveform interferences. They further found that splitting intensity measurements are strongly affected by shallow sources (<20 km) with distances less than <100°, while waveform interference is strongest at event distances~130°. In our study, we use events of epicentral distances from 108°to 122°, which helps to rule out strong contributions of finite frequency wave propagation effects on our splitting intensity measurements. (d) is fixed at 0.7 to emphasize the content of every grid bin. In (a) 14% of the data are above the saturation point, and in (c) 16% of the data are above the saturation point. Maximum value for the splitting discrepancy is 1.1 in (b) and 0.9 in (c).
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Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth Next, we examine the possible influence of shallow anisotropic heterogeneity (crust or upper mantle) on our splitting intensity measurements. We calculated pierce points for every SKS-SKKS pair at 100 and 200 km depth in the mantle and found that the average distance between the pierce points is 12 km at 100 km depth and 23 km at 200 km depth for our data set. At a depth of 200 km, Fresnel zone estimates from finite difference waveform modeling for a phase pulse of an 8 s period suggest a lateral sensitivity of~140 km, and for a 16 s period phase pulse, a sensitivity of~220 km (Rümpker & Ryberg, 2000) . At a depth of 100 km, Fresnel zones estimates provide a lateral sensitivity of 110 km for a pulse of 8 s and 180 km for a pulse of 16 s (Rümpker & Ryberg, 2000) . The 
Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth average observed characteristic period for SK(K)S arrivals in our data set is~12 s. This means that even for shallow heterogeneous anisotropy, Fresnel zones between SKS and SKKS overlap significantly in the upper mantle and essentially sample the same region. While there is less overlap in sensitivity at shallower depth (i.e., within the crust), unrealistically strong crustal anisotropy would be required to explain strong discrepancies in splitting (see also Lynner & Long, 2012) ; furthermore, heterogeneous crustal anisotropy beneath individual stations cannot explain the generally consistent regional patterns evident in Figure 4 .
Lowermost Mantle Anisotropy Inferred From Splitting Intensity Discrepancies
Based on the arguments in section 4.1, for the purpose of our study we define significantly discrepant pairs to have a splitting intensity difference of at least 0.4. This cutoff allows for modest contributions to discrepant splitting from finite frequency wave propagation effects and/or shallow anisotropic heterogeneity (also see Deng et al., 2017) ; we only interpret discrepancies of 0.4 and greater as requiring a contribution from the lowermost mantle. Under this definition, 306 of the 896 SKS-SKKS pairs in our data set are significantly discrepant. Of these, a very small number (five pairs out of 306) have overlapping error bars on the splitting intensity estimates; for the remainder (roughly one third of the data), we can make a clear argument that a contribution from lower mantle anisotropy is required. Using this definition of a significantly discrepant measurement, we show the geographic distribution of the 301 discrepant pairs in Figure 6 ; we show both the splitting intensity differences (Figure 6a ) and the corresponding splitting parameters (φ and δt) for each phase (Figure 6b ). Additionally, Figures 6c and 6d show the discrepancies of the fast polarization and delay time between SKS and SKKS phases, respectively.
Interestingly, the fraction of discrepant pairs in our data set (~33%) is significantly higher than that found by Niu and Perez (2004) in their global data set; they found that only 5% of SKS-SKKS pairs are discrepant globally. Lynner and Long (2014) , who examined a set of stations with significant overlap with our study, found 15% discrepant pairs based on discrepancies of the splitting parameters φ and δt. A large part of the difference between our study and that of Niu and Perez (2004) is likely due to our study's regional focus on the lowermost mantle beneath Africa. However, we attribute at least some of this difference in the fraction of discrepant pairs to our usage of the splitting intensity method, which effectively combines both splitting parameters φ and δt in one expression and thus reduces the problem of defining discrepancies to one (robust and straightforward) variable. Additionally, we applied very strict criteria to our SKS-SKKS pairs based on stringent quality control requirements on both methods as described above. This may have effectively limited the number of measurements; we speculate that it likely led to the elimination of many noisy null-null (nondiscrepant) pairs. Our finding that a relatively large fraction of SK(K)S phases may be affected by lowermost mantle anisotropy, at least beneath Africa, speaks to the ongoing debate over whether SK(K)S phases sample D″ effectively (see, e.g., Tommasi et al., 2018) .
As in other SKS-SKKS discrepancy studies, we also observe a considerable amount of scatter of individual nondiscrepant and discrepant measurements with similar raypaths (Lynner & Long, 2014; Deng et al., 2017) . However, a comparison between Figure 4 , which shows the entire SKS-SKKS data set, and Figure 5 , which shows our measurement density as well as mean splitting intensity values per grid point, demonstrates that despite the scatter, there are clear and convincing spatial patterns. Specifically, our observations demonstrate that there are areas with good data coverage where discrepant measurements dominate (i.e., central and northern Africa) and other areas with good data coverage where nondiscrepant measurements prevail (i.e., south of Africa). Thus, even though individual measurements show considerable scatter, spatial patterns in our data set are robust and show distinct areas dominated by discrepant versus nondiscrepant measurements.
An intriguing aspect of our data set is that there are regions sampled by rays propagating at multiple backazimuths that display a clear dependence of splitting intensity discrepancy values on backazimuth. This is evident for the region beneath the Mozambique Channel, where events from the 45-90°bin display discrepant measurements, while events from the 90-135°and 135-180°bins are generally nondiscrepant (Figure 4 ). This is also true beneath northern Africa, where events from the 45-90°bin are mostly nondiscrepant, but SKS-SKKS pairs are strongly discrepant in the 225-270°bin. We explore this further by examining the shear-wave splitting parameters (φ and δt) per 45°backazimuth (as in Figure 4 ) for discrepant measurements (as defined by differences in splitting intensity of 0.4 and larger). As shown in Figure 7 , many highly discrepant measurements are associated with SKS-SKKS pairs exhibiting one null and one split measurement, with most null measurements corresponding to SKKS phases. This is particularly pronounced beneath the Mozambique Channel (45-90°bin) and beneath central and northern Africa (225-270°). We therefore infer that anisotropy in the D″ layer beneath this area must have a significant amount of azimuthal variability, with strong dependence of the initial polarization or backazimuth (Ford et . Shear-wave splitting parameters (φ and δt) for strongly discrepant SKS-SKKS pairs (as defined via the splitting intensity difference) in 45°backazimuth bins. We plot individual results of each SKS and SKKS phase on pierce points at the top of D″. SKS phases are shown in blue, while SKKS phases are shown in orange. The length of each bar is scaled by the delay time, while its orientation (angle from north) denotes the fast polarization direction. Null measurements are denoted with circles. SKS-SKKS pairs are connected by gray lines.
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There are also clusters where significant splitting intensity discrepancies result from two split phases, such as in the Mediterranean (0-45°and 270-315°bins) and areas where clusters of split-null and split-split phases coexist (i.e., Gulf of Aden, 90-135°bin). As we did not explicitly correct for upper mantle anisotropy, null measurements do not necessarily imply that (in this case) SKKS phases have been unaffected by lowermost mantle anisotropy. However, it certainly means that SKS and SKKS phases are accumulating different splitting along their respective raypaths, perhaps sampling very different structures/fabric. As weakly discrepant measurements are omitted in Figure 7 , most regions only display measurements from one backazimuthal swath.
Discussion and Modeling
Lowermost Mantle Structure and Anisotropy
Understanding the deformation geometry at the base of the mantle, as reflected in shear-wave splitting measurements, can help to decipher mantle flow patterns and eventually lead to insight into the origin and dynamics of structures such as LLSVPs. Previous studies have shown a substantial spatial correlation between regions with relatively strong lowermost mantle seismic anisotropy and the borders of LLSVPs, including both the African (Cottaar & Romanowicz, 2013; Lynner & Long, 2014; Wang & Wen, 2007) and the Pacific (Deng et al., 2017) . Therefore, we also examine our observations in relation to the African LLSVP geometry. The locations of the LLSVPs, including their borders as well as heterogeneities within them, are generally well resolved by seismic tomography. However, there are some variations among models on smaller length scales (Garnero et al., 2016) . Additional constraints come from waveform modeling and travel time analyses, which have mapped the eastern, southern, and western borders of the African LLSVP in detail (Wang & Wen, 2004; Wen, 2001 ).
We compare our measurements with lowermost mantle structure as expressed in the global S wave tomography model S40RTS (Ritsema et al., 2011) and in the model of Lekic et al. (2012) , which uses cluster analysis to identify robust features across a suite of different tomography models. Figure 8 shows a map of all discrepant SKS-SKKS pairs identified in this study along with both views of the LLSVPs and provides a rich basis for detailed comparisons between anisotropic and isotropic lowermost mantle structure beneath Africa. We discuss these comparisons in detail in section 5.2, beginning in North Africa and working in a clockwise spiral. Beneath northern Africa (cluster A), most of our measurements sample the edge of the LLSVP as inferred by S40RTS (Figure 8a ). Cluster B lies entirely outside the LLSVP with SKS pierce points close to the supposed root of the Afar plume, while cluster C consists of splitting pairs which cross the LLSVP border and pairs which lie outside. Cluster D, located beneath Central Africa, lies within the LLSVP.
In addition to comparing our splitting observations to tomographic models, we also undertake some simple forward modeling of plausible mantle deformation scenarios to explore mantle flow regimes that are consistent with our data, discussed further below. We use the MSAT toolbox (Walker and and Wookey, 2012) to test different plausible anisotropy scenarios that represent either CPO of candidate minerals or SPO of partial melt. MSAT predicts shear-wave splitting as a function of ray propagation by solving the Christoffel equation, under an assumption of ray theory. Given that we can only compare SKS-SKKS splitting intensity discrepancies and not actual fast directions and delay times, we limit our modeling to simple examples. In order to calculate approximate path lengths of each phase, we assume a straight line raypath approximation through the layer of anisotropy. We calculate the inclination angle of SKS and SKKS for a representative earthquake and station pair for each cluster (as identified in Figure 8 ). We calculate the pierce points at the CMB and the top of the D″ layer for each phase for the ak135 velocity model (Kennett et al., 1995) using the TauP toolkit (Crotwell et al., 1999) . For each modeling scenario, we describe our underlying assumptions about deformation geometry in the sections below. We emphasize that the models we present are not intended to interrogate every possible mantle deformation geometry and anisotropy scenario; rather, we use them as specific and quantitative tests that particular mantle flow scenarios discussed in our interpretation are indeed consistent with the observations.
Anisotropy at the Northern Border of the LLSVP
Cluster A, beneath northern Africa, displays a typical geometry for most SKS-SKKS pairs in this region when compared to the tomographic model SR40TRS, in which one pierce point lies within the LLSVP interior and the other one in the fast/cold D″ region just outside it (see schematic diagram in Figure 9a ). The cluster model (Figure 8b) shows a different LLSVP border compared to the SR40TRS model, suggesting that 10.1029/2018JB017160 Figure 8 . Highly discrepant SKS-SKKS pairs, as in Figure 6 , plotted atop two different lower mantle models. (a) Background colors show shear velocities at a depth of 2,800 km in the global model SR40TRS (Ritsema et al., 2011) . The LLSVP boundary, as defined by the 0.5% slow-velocity contour (Garnero et al., 2016) , is denoted with a thick red line. Green arrows and labels denote specific regions discussed in section 4.3. (b) Background color shows the cluster model of Lekic et al. (2012) , with the color bar showing the number of tomographic models (out of five) that agree that the shear velocity is anomalously slow at a given point. Colors represent the strength of V s anisotropy as a function of propagation direction, as indicated by the color bar. Black bars represent predicted fast splitting directions (in a ray reference frame) for different propagation directions. The orange arrow indicates the shear direction, which is horizontal (parallel to the core-mantle boundary). The raypath of the propagating SKS phase is shown by a white arrow, and the predicted splitting of the SKS phase is shown with a white bar. (c) Shear wave velocities (from the SR40RTS tomographic model; Ritsema et al., 2011) at 2,800-km depth. The LLSVP boundary, as defined by the 0.5% slow velocity contour (Garnero et al., 2016) , is denoted with a thick red line. The orange arrow illustrates the shear direction as shown in (b), and the green box denotes the general area sampled by our observations. different tomographic models have different features in this region. In this view, our pierce points seem to sample the LLSVP directly at the borders on both sides. We observe a smaller cluster with similar splitting characteristics (pierce points on either side of the boundary; SKKS are commonly null) in a backazimuth range between 0°and 45°at latitudes between 0°and −20° (Figure 7) . Here tomographic models agree on the location of the LLSVP boundary.
At first glance, our observations beneath northern Africa are consistent with the major conclusion of Lynner and Long (2014) , who found that strongest lowermost mantle anisotropy tends to be located near the LLSVP border. Our findings highlight a possible change in anisotropic characteristics between the pierce points and could be interpreted as being consistent with those of Cottaar and Romanowicz (2013) , who found that anisotropy is strong outside the LLSVP but absent inside the LLSVP (see also Lynner & Long, 2014) . Anisotropy in the (presumably colder) portion of D″ outside the LLSVP would be expected in regions experiencing strong deformation, consistent with the scenario in which the anisotropic fabric reflects CPO due to dislocation creep in a cold, high-stress downwelling (e.g., McNamara et al., 2001 McNamara et al., , 2002 Cottaar & Romanowicz, 2013; Cottaar et al., 2014) . Close to the LLSVP borders, strong deformation may also be expected if LLSVPs are indeed thermochemical piles that are created by convective flow. Increased strain could plausibly accumulate at the LLSVP borders and lead to either CPO or SPO of elastically distinct material (e.g., Garnero et al., 2016) .
We test these hypotheses by forward modeling expected shear-wave splitting due to an anisotropic layer outside the LLSVP. While ferropericlase and bridgmanite are possible candidates for anisotropy in the D″ layer, we only consider an elastic tensor representing textured postperovskite, both for simplicity and because postperovskite is thought to be a more likely mechanism (e.g., Creasy et al., 2017; Ford et al., 2015; Nowacki et al., 2011; Walker et al., 2011) . In order to represent the anisotropy of deformed postperovskite, we use an elastic tensor derived from viscoplastic self-consistent modeling as shown in Figure 9b . This tensor was produced by deforming postperovskite in simple shear with a dominant slip system of [100](010), as proposed by Miyagi et al. (2010) , using the single-crystal elasticity of postperovskite at 125 GPa from Wentzcovitch et al. (2006) . Many observational studies have indicated that this slip system most likely dominates for postperovskite, based on the fit between predictions and observations (e.g., Ford and Long, 2015; Walker et al., 2011) . This elastic tensor does not predict any splitting of the SKS phase for vertical flow in a simple shear geometry. However, horizontal simple shear does predict significant SKS splitting (and therefore discrepant SKS-SKKS splits, if the SKKS phases sample an isotropic LLSVP interior), with the strongest splitting predicted for a range of shear directions at azimuths of 160-360°. Based on this simple modeling, we suggest that a plausible geodynamic flow scenario for the cluster A region (Figure 9 ) is horizontal mantle flow that is parallel to the LLSVP edge, or perhaps deflected by it (and thus oblique to the edge). Our modeling suggests that vertically deflected flow just outside the LLSVP is implausible in this region, unless a different slip system dominates in postperovskite. Alternatively, our explanations could be explained if there is anisotropy within the LLSVP itself, leading to splitting of the SKKS phases, but the flow just outside the LLSVP is in a geometry that does not produce SKS splitting. Further work is necessary to distinguish between these different hypothesis, particularly work that explicitly removes the effect of upper mantle anisotropy on the SK(K)S phases we study here.
Mantle Flow Outside of the LLSVP Beneath Afar
To the east of the Afar region, beneath the western Indian Ocean, we document a cluster (cluster B in Figure 8 ) of strongly discrepant SKS-SKKS pairs that sample entirely within the cold/fast part of the D″ region. Most of these measurements have significantly split SKS and SKKS phases, with some pairs that display a split SKS and a null SKKS clustered at the very eastern edge of this group. The SKS pierce points for this group of pairs are proximal to an area of the lowermost mantle whose anisotropy was previously considered by Ford et al. (2015) . That study incorporated splitting measurements for different seismic phases over a range of backazimuths and implemented some simplified forward modeling of these measurements. They concluded that anisotropy outside the LLSVP edge is best explained by postperovskite CPO, with the [100] crystallographic axes preferentially oriented nearly vertically or highly obliquely to the horizontal plane. This may indicate vertical flow deflected by the LLSVP boundary, sheet-like upwellings, and/or a lateral change in flow geometry (Ford et al., 2015) .
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Our finding of strongly discrepant SKS-SKKS splitting in this region is generally consistent with the anisotropy scenarios proposed by Ford et al. (2015) . Furthermore, given the proximity of this group to the Afar plume, which is often considered to be rooted in the lowermost mantle (e.g., Courtillot et al., 2003; Montelli et al., 2004) , we propose that our discrepant SKS-SKKS observations from the Afar/Indian Ocean cluster may reflect a lateral transition from horizontal flow to vertical flow at the base of the plume. Because our measurement method does not directly reflect the actual geometry of anisotropy at the base of the mantle, our measurements are not definitive; however, it is plausible that our measurements sample such a transition in flow.
We test this idea by carrying out a simple forward model of this flow scenario, using the same elastic tensor for textured postperovskite tensor as in section 5.2, assuming deformation by horizontal shear sampled by the SKKS phase and vertical shear for the SKS phase. Figure 10a shows a sketch of their respective raypaths and proposed flow regime, while Figure 10b shows visual representations of the respective postperovskite tensors. We found through this modeling exercise that vertically sheared postperovskite aggregate, or one deformed in a tilted geometry, SKS should undergo only weak splitting. However, a horizontally sheared postperovskite aggregate should produce strong splitting for the SKKS phase for most propagation azimuths, except for wave propagation parallel to the shear direction. While a range of horizontal shear directions should produce splitting of the SKKS phase, we suggest that a likely scenario is mantle flow toward the root of the putative Afar plume, roughly perpendicular to the LLSVP edge, as shown in Figure 10c . While we do not claim that this is the only model that can explain the observations, the forward models shown in Figure 10 . (a) Sketch of the proposed D″ structure at the LLSVP boundary with SKS and SKKS raypaths for the area denoted by the green box in (c). (b, left) A visual representation of a vertically aligned tensor representing textured postperovskite, which is sampled by an SKS phase, as shown in (a). The raypath of the propagating SKS phase is shown by a white arrow. The orange arrow denotes a vertical shear direction (perpendicular to the core-mantle boundary). Colors represent the strength of V s anisotropy as a function of direction, as indicated by the color bar. Black bars represent predicted fast splitting directions (in a ray reference frame) for different propagation directions. (right) A visual representation of a horizontally aligned tensor representing textured postperovskite, which is sampled by SKKS. The raypath of the propagation SKKS phase is shown in purple. The orange arrow denotes a horizontal shear direction (parallel to the core-mantle boundary). c) Shear-wave velocities (from the SR40RTS tomographic model; Ritsema et al., 2011) at 2,800-km depth. The LLSVP boundary, as defined by the 0.5% slow-velocity contour (Garnero et al., 2016) , is denoted with a thick red line. The orange arrow and circle illustrate the change in shear direction, as represented in (b), and the green box denotes the general area sampled by our observations.
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Returning to the argument that LLSVPs might be passive features that are swept around by remnant slabs, Steinberger and Torsvik (2012) used geodynamical modeling to show that subduction-driven horizontal flow at the base of the mantle may drive the formation of sheet-like upwellings at the border of the LLSVP, which may further evolve into single plumes in the upper mantle. This flow transition, shown in cartoon view in Figure 10a , would predict a lateral change in lowermost mantle anisotropy, which would be reflected by discrepant SKS-SKKS splitting. This view is consistent with the findings of Ford et al. (2015) and supports the hypothesis that LLSVPs represent long-lived thermochemical boundaries that are swept together by slabs that then pile up at the border of the LLSVPs. A similar argument may hold for a smaller cluster of (slightly less strongly) discrepant SKS-SKKS pairs in our data set, which samples directly to the south of the large cluster (see cluster C in Figure 8 ) and lies well outside the LLSVP boundary. Interestingly, this set of measurements is also associated with a strong dependence of splitting intensity discrepancies with backazimuth.
Beneath the southern part of the Mozambique Channel, the SR40TRS and cluster models disagree somewhat on the geometry of the LLSVP boundary, with S40RTS displaying a dent or divot in the LLSVP. Our measurements are sparser here and may sample either inside (suggested by the cluster model) or mostly outside (suggested by S40RTS) the LLSVP. Further to the south, both models show a consistent shape of the LLSVP border. Our measurements in this region partially corroborate the findings of Lynner and Long (2014) , who found only nondiscrepant pairs in the southern portion of the African LLSVP (as inferred from the Lekic et al., 2012, cluster model) . Our data set shows only a few scattered discrepant measurements and many nondiscrepant ones in this region. On the other hand, Wang and Wen (2007) found complex anisotropy beneath the southern part of the Mozambique Channel, which they associated with the LLSVP border. Differences between our data set and theirs may arise from the different definitions of discrepant measurements used (splitting intensity in our study, splitting parameters in the earlier work) or the fact that Wang and Wen (2007) do not use pairs of phases from the same seismograms.
Anisotropy Within the LLSVP Interior and Its Possible Relationship to ULVZs
We now consider the interpretation of the group of strongly discrepant measurements that we identified beneath Central Africa, to the west of the Afar Peninsula (cluster D in Figure 8 ). Beneath this region, the LLSVP borders are similarly defined by S40TRS and the cluster model (Figure 8 ). The pierce points for this strongly discrepant cluster beneath Central Africa lie mostly within the LLSVP itself, with the eastern pierce points located close to its border. For this group of measurements, the SKKS measurements (which sample to the west of the SKS pierce points) are either null or split, while the majority of SKS phases are split. This set of measurements is notable, as this region has not been studied in detail by previous work on SKS-SKKS discrepancies beneath Africa; furthermore, it seems to represent a fairly unusual observation of strong lowermost mantle anisotropy in the interior of an LLSVP. We consider two possible explanations for this unusual observation.
First, if the LLSVP interior is indeed generally isotropic as suggested by previous studies, then our observations could perhaps be explained if the boundary of the LLSVP is incorrectly captured by the tomographic models and in fact lies further to the west than indicated in Figure 8 . If this were the case, then the SKS phases for this group of measurements could be sampling strong anisotropy just outside the LLSVP border, while the associated SKKS could be sampling isotropic lowermost mantle in the LLSVP interior. We have previously demonstrated that a SKS phase traveling through a vertically sheared postperovskite right outside the LLSVP boundary does not undergo significant splitting (assuming the most likely dominant slip system). Given this constraint, we infer a few plausible scenarios: One is that the SKS phases for this cluster, sampling just outside the LLSVP, do not experience splitting, while the SKKS phase is significantly split to allow for the highly discrepant measurements we observe. A second possibility is that the flow just outside the LLSVP boundary sampled by cluster D is horizontal, as we infer for the northern boundary of the LLSVP (section 5.2), while the LLSVP interior is isotropic. However, pierce points outside the LLSVP for this cluster lie close to the supposed root of the Afar plume, which might favor the idea of vertical flow at this location.
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Another intriguing possibility is that the group of strongly discrepant measurements beneath Central Africa do, in fact, reflect strong lowermost mantle anisotropy within the LLSVP itself, sampled either by only the SKKS phase or by both phases (see sketch in Figure 11a ). Possible mechanisms for D″ anisotropy within the LLSVP are uncertain; while lowermost mantle anisotropy is often attributed to CPO of postperovskite, (Finkelstein et al., 2018) . (left and middle) Predicted delay times are shown as a function of grain alignment (in % of grains aligned, y axis) and ULVZ thickness (x axis). (right) The splitting predictions for an elastic tensor with 12% of grains aligned.
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Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth this phase may not be stable in the slower and presumably hotter parts of D″ (e.g., Houser, 2007) . Alternative models include CPO of other phases such as bridgmanite or ferropericlase or SPO of compositional heterogeneities or melt inclusions. In a recent study, Koelemeijer et al. (2018) found that their tomographic model SP12RTS is best reproduced by global mantle flow models if it is assumed that postperovskite exits everywhere in the D″, even in the (slower and hotter) LLSVPs. This contradicts earlier findings but opens up the possibility of CPO from postperovskite inside the LLSVPs, although an aligned texture has to be present to result in an anisotropy measurable over seismic wavelengths (e.g., Nowacki et al., 2011) . Because CPO is accumulated through strain due to deformation accommodated by dislocation creep (e.g., McNamara et al., 2001 McNamara et al., , 2002 , this potential explanation for our observations beneath Central Africa would imply substantial deformation in the dislocation creep regime within the LLSVP interior. Given the proposed longevity of LLSVPs, internal convection might have developed through basal heating and the incorporation of new material from cold slabs, leading to significant mantle flow (Li et al., 2014; Mulyukova et al., 2015) . Considering the geometry of the raypaths in this cluster, significant discrepancies could be caused by a change in flow geometry analogous to the scenario explored in section 5.3.
Another plausible explanation for our observations suggesting strong anisotropy within the central portion of the African LLSVP is suggested by the geographical coincidence between our splitting discrepancies and an ULVZ at the base of the mantle, as documented by Ni and Helmberger (2001) and included in the global compilation of Yu and Garnero (2018) . Ni and Helmberger (2001) mapped this region to be a ridge-like, north-south oriented structure with a length of 800 km and a width between 250 and 400 km and an S wave velocity drop up to 30%. The thicknesses of ULVZs vary globally but are generally found to be between 5 and 40 km (Garnero et al., 2016) . During our splitting analysis, we noticed very large delays in SK(K)S arrival times compared to the theoretical phase arrival (as calculated for the iasp91 global model), as well as a certain amount of SK(K)S pulse broadening, supporting the argument that some of our waveforms may sample ULVZ material. It is unclear precisely how ULVZs interact with the LLSVPs, but it is commonly thought that ULVZs are partially molten and chemically distinct from the surrounding mantle (Yu & Garnero, 2018 , and references therein), although other models for ULVZs do exist (e.g., Bower et al., 2011; Wicks et al., 2010) . There are several plausible scenarios for strong anisotropy associated with a ULVZ region. One possibility is strong anisotropy due to SPO of aligned partial melt within the ULVZ (e.g., Garnero et al., 2016) . A second possibility invokes strong anisotropy in particularly iron-rich magnesiowüstite (Finkelstein et al., 2018) , which may explain both the dramatic velocity reduction associated with a ULVZ and the strong anisotropy suggested by our SKS-SKKS discrepancy measurements.
We test these ideas by forward modeling different elastic tensors that represent the different proposed causes of ULVZs: (i) SPO of partial melt, assuming alignment in cigar-and disk-shaped configurations, and (ii) ironrich magnesiowüstite (see Figure 11) . First, we examine predicted splitting for partial melt scenarios. We examine a range of tensors, for which we vary the melt content (between 5% and 30% by volume; Yu & Garnero, 2018) and ULVZ layer thickness (from 5 to 40 km; Yu & Garnero, 2018) . We assume that the melt is neutrally buoyant and thus dynamically stable; however, the density of melt has little to no effect on the strength or pattern of anisotropy. We use the approach of effective medium theory, as developed by Tandon and Wenig (1984) and implemented in MSAT (Walker & Wookey, 2012) , to calculate elastic tensors. For an oblate SPO (disk shape), SKS can undergo relatively strong splitting (greater than 0.5 s delay times) under a variety of scenarios, ranging from a thin (10-15 km) ULVZ with greater than 15% melt or a thick (30-40km) ULVZ with only 5% melt. For these scenarios, however, SKKS is not predicted to undergo strong splitting (Figure 11b ). For tubule SPO, our models predict that both SKS and SKKS could plausibly be split; however, the partial melt fraction must be at least 8% (for SKKS) to 15% (for SKS), as shown in Figure 11c . Overall, for reasonable partial melt fractions and ULVZ layer thicknesses, we find that both SKS and SKKS phases could plausibly undergo splitting due to a ULVZ. This possibility can be explored further by future work on the attenuation structure of the lowermost mantle in this region, as the presence of partial melt might lead to enhanced attenuation of shear waves.
Next, we examine CPO from iron-rich ferropericlase as a possible mechanism for anisotropy in ULVZs. Finkelstein et al. (2018) measured the elastic parameters of a single crystal of (Mg,Fe)O magnesiowüstite with 76 mol% FeO at 41 GPa. This work demonstrated that the strength of anisotropy for iron-bearing ferropericlase is higher than that for iron-poor ferropericlase. Here we use the measured elasticity at their
Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth maximum experimental pressure of 41 GPa as most nearly representative of anisotropy at D″ pressures. In order to produce anisotropy, aggregates containing ferropericlase must undergo deformation under deformation creep; however, the dominant slip systems are poorly known. Rather than explicitly modeling texture development in this mineral, we use the single-crystal elastic constants and vary the strength of anisotropy by varying the grain alignment in a hypothetical aggregate. We conduct Voigt-Reuss-Hill averaging of elasticity by mixing the isotropic component of the elastic tensor with the anisotropic component, in varying proportions. We explore grain alignments from 0% to 50% (see Figure 11d) . We find that only very small grain alignments (<10% and 15%) are needed to induce splitting of SKKS and SKS phases, respectively. Since single crystals of iron-bearing ferropericlase are strongly anisotropic, only weak crystal alignments are needed to produce significant splitting even for relatively thin ULVZ layers. We note, however, that relatively long-wavelength SK(K)S phases (dominant periods of~10-12 s) may not be sensitive to very thin ULVZ structures of~5-km thickness or less. In general, however, the modeling shown in Figure 11 demonstrates that textured iron-rich ferropericlase in ULVZs can plausibly explain our splitting intensity discrepancy observations in cluster D.
Interestingly, ULVZs have a tendency to be located close to the edges of the LLSVPs and to deep rooted mantle plumes (Yu & Garnero, 2018) , although the latter relationship may not be statistically robust. Deep mantle plumes are, in turn, often observed at the border of the LLSVPs (Burke et al., 2008) . Geodynamical modeling suggests that if LLSVPs are indeed thermochemical piles, ULVZs will be swept toward the margins of the LLSVPs over time (e.g., Hernlund & McNamara, 2015) . If that is the case, this may also introduce strong deformation at the base of the mantle, and the resulting strain could produce CPO; this scenario could explain aspects of our data set. Our observations of lowermost mantle anisotropy associated both with the ULVZ beneath Central Africa and with the possible root of the Afar plume, just to the east, may also be consistent with recent findings that explore the spatial coincidence of ULVZ material and deep mantle plumes. For example, French and Romanowicz (2015) have shown that the hot spots of Hawaii, Iceland, and Samoa seem to be rooted in areas of greatly reduced shear velocity that coincide with large ULVZs. A perhaps analogous region of our own study area (the ULVZ beneath Central Africa and the nearly adjacent Afar plume) may express similar processes in the anisotropic structure. Our work may therefore help to inform our evolving view of how ULVZs and plume source regions are dynamically linked; while our observations cannot definitively characterize the geometry of lowermost mantle anisotropy, they are generally consistent with the mantle flow scenario shown in Figure 12 .
Conclusions
We analyzed data from all permanent and temporary seismic station deployments in Africa and surrounding regions since 1990, with the goal of identifying SKS-SKKS pairs for which shear-wave splitting could be confidently resolved. We performed splitting analyses using both the transverse energy minimization and splitting intensity methods to identifying possibly discrepant SKS-SKKS pairs that indicate a contribution to splitting from seismic anisotropy at the base of the mantle. Our set of 896 robust SKS-SKKS pairs represents one of the largest and most comprehensive data sets yet assembled to probe lowermost mantle anisotropy beneath Africa. We found that roughly one third of our measurements involve significant discrepancies in splitting intensity values between the SKS and SKKS phases. In map view, our strongly discrepant pairs are generally localized in specific areas: at the northern and southeastern borders of the LLSVP, inside the LLSVP beneath Central Africa, and outside of the LLSVP just to the east of the Afar peninsula (and near the putative source region of the Afar plume).
To explain these observations, we invoke different mechanisms for flow and the resulting seismic anisotropy in each setting (see Figure 12 for a sketch). Discrepant pairs that sample across the border of the LLSVP are consistent with a scenario in which one set of phases samples the dominantly isotropic interior of the LLSVP, while the other set samples strong anisotropy just outside the LLSVP border. This idea is consistent with the suggestions of previous studies, although we find that the deformation just outside the northern border of the African LLSVP is likely horizontal and not vertical. Observations of strong discrepancies within the LLSVP beneath Central Africa are notable because of the geographic overlap with a previously mapped ULVZ. Plausible mechanisms for anisotropy in this region include SPO of partial melt or compositional heterogeneities inside the ULVZ or strong anisotropy of iron-rich magnesiowüstite. If postperovskite is present within the LLSVP interior, as suggested by some previous work, then CPO of postperovskite may also represent a viable explanation for anisotropy beneath Central Africa. Each of these scenarios is consistent with our observations, as demonstrated by our forward modeling, but distinguishing among them will require additional observations. Finally, our observations of discrepant pairs just outside the LLSVP boundary, beneath the Afar region, likely elucidate a change in the flow geometry from horizontal to vertical, consistent with upwelling just outside the LLSVP edge.
Taken together, our observations are consistent with the view, advocated by previous geodynamical modeling studies, that LLSVPs are passive thermochemical piles whose locations and characteristics are controlled by subducting slabs impinging on the CMB. In this view, subduction-driven horizontal flow at the base of the mantle induces a vertical flow component at the LLSVP boundary, as flow is deflected at the LLSVP edge. Within the LLSVP, ULVZs may slowly be swept toward the LLSVP boundary. This general view may explain our observation of strong SKS-SKKS splitting discrepancies in several distinct regions in and around the African LLSVP; however, we caution that by themselves, our SKS-SKKS discrepancy measurements are not definitive, because they cannot constrain the actual geometry of D″ anisotropy. Further work that incorporates additional data from, for example, the splitting of S-ScS phases, is needed to sample lowermost mantle anisotropy beneath Africa over a range of propagation directions and to test the flow scenarios proposed in this study.
Data
Seismological Facilities for the Advancement of Geoscience and EarthScope (SAGE) Proposal of the National Science Foundation under Cooperative Agreement EAR-1261681. The data for the following networks are hosted by GEOFON (https://geofon.gfz-potsdam.de/): 1B (Uganda project), GE (https://doi.org/ 10.14470/TR560404), Z5 (RiftLink), and ZE (https://doi.org/10.14470/MR7567431421). Measurements of splitting intensity and splitting parameters for SKS-SKKS pairs presented in this study can be found in supporting information Table S1 and are archived in the Zenodo scientific data repository (zenodo.org, https:// doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.2671723).
